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Abstract—Investigations of self-organizing mechanisms, of-
ten inspired by phenomena in natural or societal systems,
have yielded a wealth of techniques for the self-adaptation of
complex, large- and ultra-large-scale software systems.

The principled design of self-adaptive software using prin-
ciples of self-organization remains challenging. Several studies
have approached this problem by proposing design patterns
for self-organization. In this paper, we present the results of
applying a catalog of biologically inspired design patterns to
Mycoload, a self-organizing system for clustering and load
balancing in decentralized service networks.

We reverse-engineered Mycoload, obtaining a design that
isolates instances of several patterns. This exercise allowed us
to identify additional reusable self-organization mechanisms,
which we have also abstracted out as design patterns: SPE-
CIALIZATION, which we present here for the first time, and
a generalized form of COLLECTIVE SORT. The pattern-based
design also led to a better understanding of the relationships
among the multiple self-organizing mechanisms that together
determine the emegent dynamics of Mycoload.

Keywords-self-organization; design patterns; bio-inspired al-
gorithms; design modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern computing and communications systems continue

to expand in scale. We witness more and more examples

of ubiquitous computing systems, social networks, wireless

sensor networks, peer-to-peer overlays, and many others,

which encompass huge numbers of components on hetero-

geneous devices, often under multiple ownerships.

While techniques of self-organization have proven ef-

fective in enabling system–wide adaptations of large-scale

software in such domains, it remains challenging to represent

and to reason about these mechanisms [1].

To address this problem, several attempts have been

made to identify and collect design patterns for self-

organization [2], [3]. Previous work by Fernandez-Marquez

et al. [4] has proposed a catalog of bio-inspired design pat-

terns, defining a hierarchy of patterns where basic patterns

are used as elements of composed, higher-level dynamics.

The motivation of that work is to organize the growing body

of knowledge in the area, and foster modular, reusable design

of self-organizing software.

To explore the practical implications and benefit of those

patterns, we modeled the design of a decentralized service

network, called Mycoload [5], running on top of a biolog-

ically inspired peer-to-peer network developed by Snyder

et al. [6]. This reverse engineering exercise has yielded

multiple contributions: (1) it has made evident how a number

of mechanisms that we have implemented in Mycoload

are instances of the patterns in our catalog, demonstrating

how design pattern abstractions can provide a greater un-

derstanding of a real-world, complex software system that

uses self-organization principles for its self-adaptation; (2)

it has shown how pattern-based decomposition can expose

otherwise implicit interactions among those patterns, inter-

actions that play an important role in determining the overall

dynamics of a system; and (3) it has allowed the isolation of

other reusable self-organizing mechanisms that we can now

introduce in our catalog as design patterns. Due to space

limitations, this paper focuses on the new patterns identified.

The full decomposition and discussion can be found in [7].

II. RELATED WORK

Researchers have repeatedly taken inspiration from natural

self-organizing systems, and have identified adaptive mech-

anisms that can be mimicked in computing systems. This

approach allows results that often go beyond the possibilities

of centralized control in many scenarios [8], [9]. However,

these self-organizing mechanisms are typically approached

in an ad-hoc or highly application-specific manner, which

prevents their systematic reuse, and hampers their applica-

tion to recurrent problems across different domains.

Among the works that attempt to define design patterns

for self-organizing software, some focus on the discovery

and definition of a single pattern [10], [11]; others propose

concrete implementation descriptions [12]; yet others catalog

multiple patterns [3], [13]. Our previous work [4], discussed

in Section III, is most similar to the latter. One feature

that sets our catalog of bio-inspired patterns apart from

other efforts is the organization of the patterns into layers,

and the documentation of composition relationships between

patterns in those layers. As pointed out by Parunak and

Brueckner [1], the definition of composition and decompo-
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sition relationships is important, because—while it seems

clear that certain self-organization mechanisms can be ob-

tained from finer-grained ones—which ones should be used

as primitives, and how they should be combined is often not

clear, and almost never explicitly codified. Some interesting

work on composition has been performed by Sudeikat and

Renz [14], who take the approach of looking for congruent

feedback loops among multiple self-organizing mechanisms.

In general, there is still a lack of guidance on how to use

identified self-organizing design patterns in the engineering

of larger self-adaptive systems that rely on multiple mech-

anisms. The work we present with respect to the reverse

engineering of Mycoload may be the first that tries to apply

patterns exhaustively to model an existing complex self-

organized system, in order to shed a better light on its self-

adpative dynamics. In that sense, it is similar to the work

by Ramirez et al. [15], which analyzed a list of adaptation

design patterns, and re-engineered an application using those

patterns. The authors could identify several advantages of

using such design patterns. Since that work focused on

adaptation design patterns, we consider that a similar effort

must be done also for specifically evaluating self-organizing

design patterns, and fostering their reuse.

III. SELF-ORGANIZATION DESIGN PATTERNS

In previous work, Fernandez-Marquez et al. [4], presented

a catalog of self-organization design patterns (largely in-

spired from mechanisms observed in biology), and analyzed

the relations between them. One contribution is a three-layer

classification (basic, composed and high-level patterns),

shown in Figure 1. This classification scheme also includes

relations among different self-organizing mechanisms, such

as composition and usage: patterns in the lower layers

provide building blocks for more sophisticated patterns at the

higher layers. A good example is the DIGITAL PHEROMONE

pattern, which uses a SPREADING mechanism to disperse

the pheromones over the environment, an AGGREGATION

mechanism to combine multiple pheromone concentrations

at a location, and an EVAPORATION mechanism to cause

pheromone concentrations to decay over time.

The catalog shows how a limited number of basic mech-

anisms are at the basis of a large set of powerful self-

organizing dynamics that have been examined in the litera-

ture (including gossip, gradients, and morphogenesis), which

can also be expressed as design patterns. Our classification

scheme thus offers a key to understand complex as well

as basic self-organization mechanisms. Most importantly, it

enables the design of self-organizing applications in terms

of well-defined, modular and reusable blocks.

IV. PATTERN-BASED REVERSE ENGINEERING OF

MYCOLOAD

Mycoload [5] is a self-organizing system for clustering

and load-balancing in unstructured peer-to-peer networks.
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Figure 1: Self-Organization Design Patterns

Mycoload is an extension to Myconet [6], a protocol

for constructing superpeer-based overlays, inspired by the

growth patterns of fungal root systems. It rapidly self-heals,

repairing damage caused by failed peers, and dynamically

adjusts the network topology to changing conditions. One

of its distinguishing characteristics is that superpeers move

through a hierarchical set of protocol states. Each state has

different roles and responsibilities in maintaining the over-

lay, and peers are promoted or demoted to those states based

on how well they are able carry out those responsibilities.

We reverse-engineered Mycoload using the pattern catalog

from [4] in order to decompose and identify the multiple

self-organizing mechanisms that collectively determine the

system’s dynamics. The system has four main functional

areas: discovery of non-neighbor peers; exploitation of het-

erogenous peer capabilities and optimization of their roles

within the overlay; collection of peers providing the same

type of services into clusters in the overlay network; and

load balancing of jobs between peers.

Across these functional areas, we identified several in-

stances of self-organization patterns: the low-level SPREAD-

ING, AGGREGATION, and EVAPORATION patterns, as well

as the higher-level GOSSIP and GRADIENT patterns. We also

isolated two important aspects of its self-organizing behavior

that are not encompassed by other patterns but can them-

selves become reusable mechanisms. We have abstracted

those mechanisms as instances of two design patterns: the

first one, SPECIALIZATION has not been presented as a self-

organization design pattern before in the literature, as far as

the authors know; the second one is a generalization of the

COLLECTIVE SORT in pattern [2]. Due to space limitations,

readers are referred to [7] for the full description of the

role of these patterns within the design and dynamics of the

Mycoload system.

In Sections V and VI, we present these patterns, following

the self-organization design pattern structure used in [4].

V. SPECIALIZATION PATTERN

Specialization is a mechanism widely used in complex

systems for achieving improved efficiency by exploiting

the natural heterogeneity of the entities taking part in the

system. Through SPECIALIZATION, each individual entity

is assigned a specific role depending on its capabilities and

contextual local information. A useful survey of specializa-

tion in self-organizing systems can be found in [16].
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According to the SPECIALIZATION pattern, system enti-

ties change the rules under which they operate, depending

on features or properties of the entity itself, or contextual in-

formation from its environment and neighbors. For example,

a computer with high amounts of memory available could

store information on behalf of nodes with low memory; a

computer with sensors could provide sensed information to

other computers; a network node with a large amount of

bandwidth could be elected to act as a router for traffic

transmitted by other nodes, and so on. The assumption of

specialized roles may be influenced by other entities, or may

need to be further modulated by information from other self-

organizing mechanisms, in order to adapt to changing system

conditions and requirements in the system.

Name: SPECIALIZATION

Aliases: None to our knowledge.
Problem: Global optimization of system efficiency by

increasing or decreasing the contributions of individual

entities or by otherwise changing the rules under which those

entities operate.
Solution: Individual entities are assigned a specific role

or set of behavioral rules depending on their capabilities and

contextual local information. SPECIALIZATION optimizes

entities’ contributions in order to increase the overall per-

formance of the system.
Inspiration: The specialization process appears in many

macro- and micro-level systems. Some examples are the

specialization of cells in a human body or the specialization

of individual humans to fill particular roles in society.
Forces: Depending on how the contextual information

used for making decisions regarding specialization is ac-

quired and which patterns are used in transferring and main-

taining this information, different trade-offs can appear. The

most common patterns are SPREADING and AGGREGATION

(see the forces discussed in their pattern descriptions [4] for

more details.) In general, though, the information used by

SPECIALIZATION can come from any other self-organizing

mechanisms or a combination of those mechanisms, and

their dynamics will influence and possibly be mutually

influence the resulting specializations.
Entities: The entities participating in the SPECIALIZA-

TION pattern are: (1) software agents that modify their

behavior depending on their capabilities (or the capabilities

of their hosts) and environmental information (e.g. exter-

nal requirements); (2) hosts that provide sensors, memory,

communication capability, computational power, etc. to the

software agents; and finally (3) Environment, all that is

external to the hosts (e.g. the space where host are located,

external requirements that are injected in the system, etc.. . . )
Dynamics: Agents retrieve contextual information from

their own knowledge and from their neighbor agents, or
from the environment by using sensors or querying an
externally implemented environmental model. To describe
the dynamics we use the same notation as in [4], where

information contained in the system is modelled as a tuple
〈L,C〉, where L is the location where the information is
stored (possibly within an agent or maintained by an external
middleware), and C is its current content—e.g., in the form
of a list with one or more arguments of different types,
such as numbers, strings or structured data, according to
the application-specific information content. Transition rules
resemble chemical reactions between patterns of tuples,
where (i) the left-hand side (reagents) specifies which tuples
are involved in the transition rule: they will be removed
as an effect of the rule execution; (ii) the right-hand side
(products) specifies which tuples are accordingly to be
inserted back in the specified locations: they might be new
tuples, transformation of one or more reagents or even
unchanged reagents; and (iii) rate r is a rate, indicating the
speed/frequency at which the rule is to be fired (that is, its
scheduling policy).

state evolution :: 〈L, [cInf, State, C]〉 rsp−−→
〈L, [cInf, State′, C]〉

where State′ = π(cInf, State, C)

In the above rule, cInf is the contextual information ac-

cessible to the agent, State is its previous role before the

specialization occurs (i.e., the set of rules under which it

operates), State′ is the new role (and consequent set of

rules) adopted as a result of the specialization process, and

π is a function that produces this new state from the given

contextual information, current agent state, and any local

information.

Environment: The hosts must have different features or

the system must display other heterogeneities (for example,

in the distribution of agents in different locations) that allow

SPECIALIZATION to assign an appropriate role based on

those features and the contextual information.

Implementation: We have identified two different im-

plementations: (1) An agent decides to change its role in

the system by taking into account the capabilities of the

local environment where it resides and acquired contextual

information (e.g., the system’s requirements); and (2) An

agent is positioned to determine that one of its neighbors

should adopt a new role. An example of the second case is

when one node is providing services to other nodes in the

system but it is reaching the maximum number of clients; in

such a case the node can replicate the information served to

a new node (selected according to some suitability measure

from among other nodes in its neighborhood) and target it

to assume the role of an additional service provider.

Two types of rules can be used to drive the specializa-

tion of agents, determining which role an indivdual adopts

depending on its capabilities and context: fixed rules, and

adaptive rules. Fixed rules are defined by developers at

design time, agents switch among behaviors from a static

set. Adaptative rules may be changed by the agents during

run time in order to contribute to the optimization of

the global system behaviour. Evolutionary approaches have

been used in the field of autonomic computing to establish
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sets of norms, policies or rules that drive the system to

the desired emergent behaviour, even when environmental

changes occur. A possible implementation was introduced

in [17], which uses a distributed genetic algorithm. In that

approach, each agent participating in the system performs

local evaluations and adjustments that are then shared with

other agents using spreading mechanisms.

Known Uses: Specialization has been used by a large

number of self-organizing applications. Examples include:

(1) Overlay networks where some nodes decide to become

routers based on their available resources and their connec-

tivity with other nearby nodes [18] (2) Aiming to localize

diffuse event sources in dynamic environments using large

scale wireless sensor networks, agents change their roles

in order to locate and track diffuse event sources [19]. (3)

To balance the load among nodes with different services,

Mycoload [5], builds a superpeer topology where more pow-

erful nodes adopt several different, specialized roles in the

creation and maintainance of the overlay. (4) [20] describes

a robust process for shape formation on a sheet of identically

programmed agents (origami) where the heterogeneity of the

agents comes from their location.

Consequences: Specialization locally increases or de-

creases the contribution of individual nodes, improving the

global efficiency of the system.

Related Patterns: In the MORPHOGENESIS pattern,

the role of the agents changes depending on their relative

positions, typically communicated via a GRADIENT. Thus,

MOPHOGENESIS is of the same family but more specific

than SPECIALIZATION.

VI. GENERALIZED COLLECTIVE SORT PATTERN

Collective sort is a clustering mechanism that enables

segregation or relocation of entities into similar-type group-

ings within the context of a collection of system elements

according to some property of the entities or requirement of

the system. Self-organizing algorithms for collective sorting

have been developed based on observations of biological

phenomena, particularly the processes of brood sorting and

cemetery formation by social insects [21].

The mechanism discussed in this pattern is a generaliza-

tion of the biologically inspired collective sorting proposed

as a design pattern for tuple spaces by Gardelli et al. [2]

and analyzed as an environmental coordination mechanism

by Sudeikat and Renz [22]. The usual formulation of the

collective sort algorithm assumes a case where active agents

relocate inactive data items; the COLLECTIVE SORT pattern

presented in this paper extends this to include cases where

the agents themselves may be the entities to be grouped, or

where different environmental abstractions are being used.

These variants are discussed in the Implementation section

of the pattern description, below.

Name: COLLECTIVE SORT

Aliases: Brood Sorting, Cemetery Formation, Collective

Clustering

Problem: A system contains a number of scattered data

or entities that need to be brought into relative proximity

with other similar data or entities.

Solution: Individual agents move through an environ-

ment, encountering data items as they travel. By picking

up and dropping these items based on local heuristics,

elements with similar properties are progressively gathered

into homogeneous groups or clusters.

Inspiration: Brood sorting and cemetery formation by

social insects [21]

Forces: This pattern starts from a disordered arrangement

of entities within an environment and progressively reduces

that disorder. Thus, it is affected by entity distribution, and

other other forces that act to change the location of these en-

tities. The function used by entities to evaluate local density

of entities (as well as an entity’s range of perception) will

affect the outcome of the sort. In particular, a small range

may induce the formation of multiple small collections.

The choice of rules and probabilities for the picking up

and dropping of entities may also influence the speed of

convergence or the resulting topological distribution.

Entities: The entities associated with the COLLECTIVE

SORT pattern are: (1) data items that have an associated

property for which similarity can be assessed; and (2) active

agents that are able to examine and relocate data items

of type (1). Note that, depending on the implementation,

(1) and (2) may be the same entities. For example, the

active agents may themselves possess the property that is

the subject of sorting, and hence the emergent order will be

expressed by the arrangement of the agents themselves.

Dynamics: This pattern relies on three rules which,

together, tend to progressively relocate similar elements into

similar vicinities: a Movement Rule that relocates agents

within a set of candidate locations, a Pick-Up Rule that con-

nects an agent to an element so it can be moved, and a Drop
Rule that leaves a held element at a current location. These

rules are followed by the active agents. The Movement rule

is frequently implemented as random exploration, but could

also take advantage of available contextual information if

appropriate. The Pick-Up and Drop rules select entities to

be clustered when they are encountered, tending to remove

elements from areas of high diversity and deposit them in

areas of low diversity. Two approaches to applying these

general rules are discussed in the Implementation section.

Environment: The environment provides the context

within which the proximity of data items is interpreted.

Thus, entities must have a concept of location, be able to

change location, and be able to detect other nearby entities

within that environment; they must also have a means of

evaluating the similarity of data items thus detected.

Implementation: Previous descriptions have favored a

particular implementation of COLLECTIVE SORT; specif-
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ically, they assume the use of a distributed tuple space.

The form described here (which emerged from our reverse

engineering exercise) encompasses other models, such as the

graph-oriented, peer-to-peer environment we discuss.

In the tuple-space formulation, active agents move be-

tween spaces, carrying tuples with them. For the movement

rule, agents explore the environment and encounter data

items as they move. The choice of movement strategy is

frequently random, but may also be informed by other

information, such as from CHEMOTAXIS.

Agents “transport” data items from place to place, tending

to move them from areas with lesser concentration to areas

with greater concentration of items of the correct type. This

rule may rely on direct observation of data items in a vicinity

(as with observation of neighbors in FLOCKING); it may

rely on AGGREGATION to estimate the local density of data

items of a particular type; or the agent may make its own

estimate by maintaining a memory of recently encountered

data items. A general way to express how pick-up occurs

is through a probabilistic function of the density of data

items [23]. See [7] for a more detailed formulation.

In a more general view of COLLECTIVE SORT, an abstract

notion of grouping can be used to apply the same strategy in

a scenario where the environment is defined by a pattern of

neighbor relationships between nodes (composing a graph,

as in a P2P network), and where the nodes themselves

are labelled with some property (e.g., a node type) upon

which clustering should be performed. In this dynamic

graph scenario, “movement” is considered to be selecting a

candidate location for growing a new neighbor relationship,

“picking up” is adding a new neighbor, and “dropping” is

severing an existing neighbor relationship.
1. Movement Rule: Agents explore randomly by selecting

a potential new neighbor from a set of possible candidates.
In many P2P networks, and in Mycoload, this set is main-
tained by a separate mechanism that implements the GOSSIP

pattern, and thus provides each node with fresh samples of
candidate non-neighbor nodes. For a node V with neighbor
set N(V ), a new possible neighbor Cand is selected:

movement :: 〈V,N(V )〉 rmove−−−−→ 〈V,N(V ), Cand〉
where Cand = random(CANDIDATES(V )) and Cand /∈ N(V )

Note that this may also result in V finding a cluster of

its own type (if the new neighbor W is of the same type) if

it was not already in one, or finding a connecting path for

two disconnected same-type sub-clusters.
2. Pick-Up Rule: Once the movement rule has selected a

new possible neighbor Cand, the agent may add it as a new
neighbor to itself

pick up :: 〈V,N(V ), Cand〉 rpick up−−−−−→ 〈V,N(V )∪{Cand}〉

In Mycoload, for example, the pick-up rule will be

executed if (a) V does not currently have a neighbor that

is its same type, (b) if V has under a certain number of

different-type neighbors, or (c) execute anyway with a small

probability to prevent the system from settling into a local

optimum. Thus, agents will wander until they find a cluster

of the same type (whether by encountering it by moving or

dropping in place by another agent), but will also try to keep

connections to neighbors of other types in order to help other

nodes move toward an appropriate cluster. The pick-up rate

thus declines as the nodes converge toward clusters.
3. Drop Rule: Dropping for a node V is performed by

randomly selecting a neighbor W ∈ N(V ) (where the type
of W with neighbor set N(W ) is different from the type of
V ) and, if V also has a neighbor U ∈ N(V ) with the same
type as W , by transferring W to become a neighbor of U :

drop :: 〈〈V,N(V )〉, 〈W,N(W )〉, 〈U,N(U)〉〉 rdrop−−−→
〈〈V,N(V )−W 〉, 〈W,N(W ) ∪ {U}〉, 〈U,N(U) ∪ {W}〉〉

Known Uses: Collective sort and brood sorting-inspired

approaches to distributed self-organizing systems have been

applied to several problems areas: (1) Collecting similar

tuples from a distributed tuple system into a single tuple

space [24]. Of interest is Casadei et al.’s approach using

“noise” tuples to implement a simulated annealing-type ap-

proach to avoiding local optima [25]. (2) Collective sorting

as a coordination mechanism for swarms of self-organized

robots, proposed as early as 1991 by Deneubourg et al. [26]

and extended by later researchers [27]. (3) Storage and

retrieval of Semantic Web documents. Presenting such a

scenario, Muhleisen et al. [28] discuss in particular the

role of similarity metric selection in collective sorting. (4)

Intrusion detection. Sudeikat and Renz [22] identify brood

sorting as suitable for providing a portion of the self-

organizing dynamics for a stigmergic IDS. (5) Clustering

of same-type nodes in peer-to-peer networks. Mycoload [5]

uses a collective sort approach to build clusters of peers

offering the same service types; the specific role of the

collective sort mechanisms is discussed in this paper.

Consequences: Collective sort enables clustering of data

or other entities into groups of similar type. The resulting

order may increase efficiency of operations on this data.

Related Patterns: AGGREGATION is often used to es-

timate local density of data items. SPREADING and GRA-

DIENT may be used to disseminate information about the

density of particular kinds of data, and CHEMOTAXIS may

be used to guide agent movement. SPECIALIZATION may be

used to select specific items among the ones in the resulting

groupings for particular roles.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented two novel self-organization design

patterns resulting from the pattern-based reverse-engineering

of an entire self-organized software system, Mycoload.

This effort also demonstrated the effectiveness of a well-

organized catalog of design patterns [4]. An outstanding

challenge in this field is understanding the global emergent
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behavior that results from multiple interacting mechanisms.

A pattern-based design provides leverage for this problem,

since the resulting system decomposition highlights the

interactions among patterns, and their contribution to the

overall self-organizing dynamics.
A benefit of a pattern-based approach is the possibility

of identifying additional self-organizing behaviors within

the system, which can be themselves be abstracted as

reusable mechanisms. Here, we have been able to identify

two such modules, the SPECIALIZATION and COLLECTIVE

SORT patterns. Both of these capture mechanisms that

are present in a number of other self-organized software

systems: SPECIALIZATION solves the recurring problem of

self-selected differentiation of roles among system elements

or agents; and COLLECTIVE SORT enables the organization

of disparate data or agents into homogeneous groups.
As the number of self-organization design patterns that

are extracted from existing systems increases, and and as

we make progress in understanding how they relate and

how they can be used together, the process described in this

paper holds great promise for providing the engineers of self-

organized software with increased insight on the principles

around which self-organization mechanisms can be built

repeatably and leveraged effectively for the self-adaptation

of large- and ultra-large scale systems.
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